Pre-Dance/Children’s Dance (Ages 4-6)
An introduction to dance, its techniques and discipline. An awareness of movement is developed with the limbering of acrobatics, rhythmical movement to song and elements of Ballet.

Classical Ballet (Ages 7+)
Ballet for the beginning child up to advanced levels. Basic Cecchetti methods used along with R.A.D. and S.A.B. techniques. Individual attention and thoroughness stressed. A very disciplined form of dance study that is the basis for all dance. It is highly recommended as a starting point of dance education.

POINTE (Toe Dancing)
A form for the advancing ballet student. The technique of dancing “Sur Le Pointe” ... never before the age of 10 years and only as the physical capabilities develop.

Modern Jazz (Ages 5+)
Authentic jazz forms and contemporary dance, incorporated with Afro-Caribbean rhythms and modern dance. Freestyle and theatrical innovations stressed.

Modern Dance (Ages 8+)
Modern dance is made up of many different dance techniques (Graham, Horton, Limon, etc.) all of which are designed to develop in the dancer’s body a specific way of moving based on that technique’s principles.

Acrobatics (Ages 5+)
The art of tumbling, gymnastics, contortions, etc., stretching agility and grace.

Tap (Ages 7+)
Rhythmic tap based on the modern flair technique of Henry Letang; also, group precision emphasized.

Hip-Hop (Ages 6+)
Classes in authentic Hip Hop (house, locking, popping and breaking) along with history and vocabulary

Master/Adult classes
Open classes all levels and techniques

Recital May 24, 2020 Academy of Music
Recital Fees $125 (per dance subject)
All students are required to submit $125 per class taken (this includes costs associated with the recital i.e. costumes alterations extra rehearsals etc.) and is due upon Fall Registration only
NO FEES ACCEPTED AFTER OCTOBER 5, 2019.
EVERYONE MUST SELL 10 TICKETS

PLEASE NOTE: The registration, recital, and classes, (or any subsequent payment) CANNOT BE REFUNDED (non-refundable).

Scholarships and Work-Study Program
Dance Arts Scholarships available through Parents Club Only. Apply by September 1, of each year (2 year maximum)talent and need are considered with three letters of recommendation (current students only). You may render a regular service to the school in lieu of class payment. Limited availability.
Special scholarships for boys seven(7) & up
Home of .......You’ll find them here

- PHILADANCO! (D/2, D/3, Mini’s)
- Anthony Burrell’s Breaking Barriers
- Dance Iquail
- Philadelphia Dance Projects
- Rennie Harris / Iladelph
- Roger Lee Arts
- and more...

Annual Student Concerts
Sunday, May 25, 2020
Philadelphia Academy of Music

WEST PHILADELPHIA STUDIO HOURS
Weekdays 5pm – 9pm • Saturday 10am – 4pm
9 North Preston Street (Philadanco Way)
Philadelphia, PA 19104-2210
215.387.8202 www.philadanco.org/psda

WEST OAKLANE STUDIO HOURS
Weekdays 5pm – 9pm • Saturday 10am – 3pm
2100 East Washington Lane, 2nd Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19138-1346
215.424.9811

We’re not expensive,
We just run our business so it looks that way
We do things the right way
No competitions...
Just collaborations.

All begins here....
The Love of Dance
The Art of Dance
The Joy of Dance